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World Fuel Services and Baldwin Aviation Announce Software Collaboration will
Integrate FRAT and TRAT into myWorld App
October 13, 2017 – HOUSTON – World Fuel Services (WFS) announced today that their new myWorld
app will merge Baldwin Aviation’s safety management software (SMS) to deliver safety management
and trip support services together, in one app.
This software collaboration will merge Baldwin’s Trip Threat Risk Assessment Tool (TRAT) and Flight Risk
Assessment Tool (FRAT) processes into the flight planning process to increase safety, enhance regulatory
compliance, and save time for pilots and flight departments.
Baldwin provides a unique approach to SMS because their solutions and tools encompass the whole trip,
not just the flight portion.
“Often SMS systems lack flexibility, or are too simplistic,” said Rich Harper, vice president, trip
operations for WFS. “With Baldwin’s TRAT and FRAT processes, our customers will be able to identify,
track, and trend potential exposures in one easy‐to‐use app.”
The myWorld app will include the following features from Baldwin:
•
•
•
•

Baldwin’s SMS integrated with World Fuel|Colt Trip Support Services and technologies
Baldwin’s Flight Risk Assessment Tool (FRAT) to assess flight risks
Baldwin’s Trip Threat Assessment Tool (TRAT) which focuses on human factors for the entire trip
Baldwin’s Integrated Document Management to assure compliant manuals and optional access
to ASAP/ASIAS and FOQA/FDM
***

About Baldwin Aviation – Safety & Compliance
Founded in 2004, Baldwin is a global company founded to support the implementation and maintenance
of safety management and related business support systems such as ASAP/ASIAS, FDM/FOQA and
Manual software. Utilizing leading edge proprietary technology supported by a team of experienced and
credentialed aviation safety experts, Baldwin is considered the leader in the SMS industry. Baldwin
conforms to ICAO, FAA, EASA, Transport Canada and other State standards and regulatory requirements.
In addition, Baldwin is an IS‐BAH and IS‐BAO I3SA company ‐ further supporting Baldwin's leadership
position in the SMS industry. Visit www.BaldwinSMS.com for more information.
About World Fuel Services Corporation
Headquartered in Miami, Florida, World Fuel Services is a global energy management company involved
in providing energy procurement advisory services, supply fulfillment and transaction and payment
management solutions to commercial and industrial customers, principally in the aviation, marine and
land transportation industries. World Fuel Services sells fuel and delivers services to its clients at more
than 8,000 locations in more than 200 countries and territories worldwide. For more information, call
305‐428‐8000 or visit www.wfscorp.com.

